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September 21, 2017 
David Hess, Chairman 
Decennial Commission on Retirement Reform 
Legislative Office Building 
Concord, NH 03301 
 
Chairman Hess and Members of the 2017 Decennial Commission, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to address the commission today.  As a police officer with the 
Londonderry Police Department for more than 15 years and as the current President of the New 
Hampshire Police Association and lifelong NH resident, I have a vested and committed interest in 
the NH Retirement System’s sustainability and prosperity.  You have already heard testimony from 
members of the NHRS, actuaries, and investment professionals concerning important issues like the 
unfunded liability, expected earnings, and rates of return.  Today, I offer testimony concerning how 
legislative changes to the NHRS and court rulings have affected our ability as police officers and 
police managers to attract qualified candidates and retain current employees, and how the costs 
associated with employee turnover affect our communities. 
 
While I currently serve as a patrol lieutenant and my police department’s afternoon shift watch 
commander, I previously served as a detective (and detective sergeant).  I have conducted dozens if 
not hundreds of background investigations and have served as a certified forensic polygraph 
examiner for more than 10 years.  We have faced serious challenges recruiting qualified police 
applicants who can pass a background investigation for several years.  And, in order to attract 
qualified police officers, we in NH have relied upon decent salary and benefits packages as well as a 
strong pension benefit.  With recent legislative changes to the NHRS and drastic reductions in 
health care benefits, we can no longer promise as competitive benefits or retirement packages as in 
years past.  While this alone has not solely contributed to our inability to attract qualified candidates, 
it is one significant component that greatly adds to our challenges in recruitment and retention. 
 
It is no surprise that societal views towards police officers have changed in recent years; just pick up 
any newspaper, read any online article, or scroll through your Facebook newsreel.  We in NH have 
largely avoided the national issues of police misuse of force, bias, etc. because we take great care in 
NH to hire only the best.  States across our country look towards the NH Police Standards and 
Training Council (NH’s Police Academy) as a guiding organization in law enforcement education 
and training.  For decades we in NH have attracted candidates from Massachusetts, Vermont, Maine  
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and from across the country despite these candidates knowing about our vigorous and extensive 
employment requirements and background investigations, which include a polygraph examination 
and psychological interview.   
 
I have heard from police departments across our state that they are losing currently certified NH 
police officers to Massachusetts because the pay, benefits, and pensions are now better in the 
Commonwealth and not worth staying for in NH.  This phenomenon has NEVER occurred with 
such frequency in NH until recently.   
 
As a member of my department’s administration, I prepared and presented the police department’s 
budget for FY17-18.  In doing so I computed the costs associated with hiring and training a brand 
new police officer with no prior police experience.  The costs of conducting a written exam and 
physical agility test, multiple interviews, a background investigation to include a polygraph and 
psychological exam, a 16 week police academy, uniforms, equipment, salary, benefits, and a 12 week 
field training program total more than $90,000 just for the officer’s first year of employment.  He or 
she is not even capable to work a shift by him/herself until he/she has been an employee for nine 
months (i.e. zero employee productivity to the community until that time).  If you project that 
number out three years, which is an industry standard for when an officer has enough experience 
and “time on the road” to be considered a fully capable and veteran officer, my police department 
will have expended approximately $209,000.  I do not know of any profession (other than perhaps 
the medical field) that requires its candidates/employees to participate in as extensive a background 
investigation, to attend training for so long, and to undergo one-on-one supervised training for 12 
weeks before being given the approval to work on his or her own. 
 
These may be just talking points but as a veteran police officer here in New Hampshire, I can tell 
you that they are more than that; they are a reality, they are not going away, and they are getting 
more and more onerous.  When I entered police work in 2002, I entered a noble profession that I 
knew didn’t pay what my college classmates were making in the private sector.  I did it mostly out of 
sense of duty and for the chance to give back to a community and to a state that I have loved my 
entire life.  But, I would be remiss if I did not say that I also entered into police work in NH, in part, 
because it offered me decent pay and benefits to raise and care for my family.  And, I was promised 
a decent and defined benefit pension off of which I could draw after contributing my due share and 
completing my service.  To provide you with a real world example of how recent pension changes 
have changed the thinking of our state’s newest police officers, I share with you an introductory 
discussion board post from one of my online criminal justice classes that I currently instruct.  This 
student is pursuing a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice and I have removed the officer’s name and 
agency from this excerpt: 
 

Hello everyone, 
 

My name is X and I'm a full time police officer for the town of X, NH. I have 
been employed as a police officer for approximately 4 years. Aside from working in 
X, I also grew up and still reside there. I chose to go back to school and get my 
Bachelor’s degree for a few reasons...I also don't plan on staying the required 29 
years in order to hit full retirement. This degree will open many doors for me. I write 
reports every day at work. This class will hopefully improve my overall report 
writing. 
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To bring in a real world example from my community of Londonderry, a capable, physically fit, and 
educated police officer with one year experience left our police department recently for a job in the 
private sector.  This is the first time this has happened in more than 25 years, but I am sure it will 
not be the last. 
 
I think it is also important to remind the public that the glamorized pensions posted in many news 
outlets that highlight the largest pensioners in our state actually represent the smallest percentage 
(less than 1%) of those receiving a pension through the NHRS.  The truth of the matter is that the 
average police officer’s pension in NH is $35,737 (as reported in the NHRS presentation to the 
Commission on 8/31/17, pgs. 20, 29 & 30), that 95% of all NHRS pensions (Group I and II) are 
less than $50,000, and that roughly 2/3 of all NHRS pension recipients still reside in NH, which 
contributes to local economies and communities.  Lastly, we cannot forget our retired employees 
who have not received a COLA since 2010 or the fact that our state’s police officers and fire fighters 
do not contribute to or receive social security benefits. 
 
For these reasons and more, I ask that the Commission recommend we allow the changes made to 
the NHRS both in the legislature and in the courtroom take effect.  George Lagos, Director of the 
NHRS, stated in his testimony at your very first hearing that we are approximately 8 years into the 
planned 30 amortization of the unfunded liability.  Much like a home mortgage as it matures, we will 
begin to see serious reductions in the unfunded liability in just a few short years. 
 
If I can be of any service in your commission’s duties, you need only ask.   
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
 
Lt. Patrick Cheetham 
Londonderry Police Department 
President, New Hampshire Police Association 
pcheetham@londonderrynhpd.org  
(603)432-1118 
 
 
   


